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MULTIVALUED MAPS OF COUNTABLY PARACOMPACT BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES
Following Kelly [7] » a bitopologioal apace is a set on which two topologies are given. The notions) of compactness, paracompaotness and the property to be a Lindelof spaoe for bitopologioal spaces were differently introduced by different authors [2] , [3] , [11] > The invarianoe of these properties under multivalued maps was studied by Popa [lO] •
We introduce the notions of countably paraoompaot and countably metaoompact bitopologioal spaoes* The properties of the images of countable paraoompaot bitopologioal spaces under some multivalued maps are considered.
For a subset A of a bitopologioal space (X, T^, Tg) by A* 1 * and Int^A we denote the T^-closure and the T^-interior of A respectively, i-1,2.
In a space (X, T^, T 2 ), T^ is aountable paraoompaot with respect to Tg, if every T^-open countable cover of X has a Tg-locally finite, T^-open refinement* Evidently, if T 1 « Tg, i.e. X is a topological spaoe then the above definition coincides with a usual definition of a countably paracompaot space ( [5] , p.385 and [9] , p.423).
J» Theorem. For every bitopologioal spaoe (X, T.j, Tg) the following conditions are equivalents (a) T 1 is oountably paracompact with respeot to T 2 t (b) For every countably T^open cover |u n t n> 1} of X there exists a T.j-open Tg-locally finite cover (v n : n>l} such that V fl c U fl for n=1,2,... is openj (2) f" 1 (y) is a compact set for eaoh yeYj then X is countably metacompact.
Proof. Let T denote the topology on Y, and let P : Y K(X) be a multivalued map given by F(y) = f~1(y). Applying Theorem 6 to the bitopological space (Y, T, T) and the map F we obtain that X is countably metacompact* 9. Lemma. Let (X, T^t Tg) be a bitopological space, Y a topological spaoe and let P x X -S(Y) be any multivalued map. If the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) P is T1-lower semioontinuous) (b) P is Tg-upper semioontinuous; This means that Y is countably paracompaot. 
